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**Collaborative city. Social and public collaborative innovations in cities**

The collaborative city is a matter of local stakeholders making their city together: citizens with citizens inventing new and more sustainable ways of living; neighbourhood communities developing collaborative public services; citizens and public administrations redesigning the governance to implement better conditions of collaboration.

The conference will show examples of social and solidary grocery, cohousing with migrants, neighbourhood street lab, municipal farm, urban planning street festival, temporary use services agency, urban vacant spaces incubators, social innovations and city administration laboratories designed in Ghent, Lyon, Ostrava, Namur, Athens, Poznan, Bremen, Amersfoort, Brussels and other European cities collaborating within URBACT European Networks Programs.

**François Jégou** Founder and head of Strategic Design Scenarios François Jégou has 20 years of experience in strategic design, participative scenario building and definition of new product-services-policy systems. SDS is involved in co-design projects at the interplay of social innovation and public innovation at local, national and European levels. François is professor of strategic design at La Cambre, Brussels and Design manager of the Laboratory of Usage and Innovative Practices at the Cité du Design in Saint-Etienne, France. He is Lead expert of URBACT, Expert for DG REGIO and founding member of the DESIS Design for Social Innovation and Sustainability network. His last publications: Social Innovation in Cities, URBACT Capitalisation process; Phasing-in: how to initiate a processs of public innovation?; High Democratic Quality design.